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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Properties of Facial Signaling in Captive Chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) 

 

by 

 

Brittany Nicole Florkiewicz 

Doctor of Philosophy in Anthropology 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2022 

Professor Brooke Scelza, Chair 

 

Since the 4th century B.C. there has been great interest in facial signaling in both human 

and non-human animals (Fridlund 1994). Early naturalists believed that the face was linked to 

the soul, and facial signals were the product of emotional experience (Bell 1806; Descartes 

1649). As a result, most facial signaling studies to date have focused on placing facial muscle 

movement into discrete categories of emotion (Ekman 1970). Facial signals are assumed to be 

spontaneously produced and inflexible due to their strong ties to emotion; these signals are 

contrasted to other forms of non-vocal communication such as manual gestures, which are 

intentionally and flexibly produced (Pollick and de Waal 2007). In recent years, the idea that 

facial signals can be categorized based on physical form or corresponding emotion has been 

contested (Fridlund 1994; Waller et al. 2017). Some studies have even found evidence for goal 

association in great ape facial signals types such as the ‘play face’, which is considered to be an 

important gesture property (Cartmill and Byrne 2010). But, it is unclear as to whether great ape 
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facial signals are capable of taking on all important gesture properties, and if so, how they 

compare to manual gestures.  

The goal of this dissertation was to examine the physical form and social function of 

facial signals in our closest living relatives, the chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes). The history of 

facial signaling inspired two different research questions in this project:  

 

1. Can chimpanzee facial signals take on gesture properties, and if so, how do they 

compare to manual gestures? 

2.  Is there variation in the physical form of chimpanzee facial signals, and how does 

this compare to other ape species?  

 

To address these two questions, I collected data using a combination of two previously described 

sampling methods: the focal individual sampling method and the opportunistic sampling method. 

A comparison of these two methods can be found in Chapter 1. The results of this dissertation 

suggest that chimpanzee facial signals can be used as gestures (Chapter 2), and that there is 

extensive variation in the physical form of chimpanzee facial signals when compared to other 

ape species (such as gibbons; Chapter 3). These findings have important implications for the 

evolution of sociality, gestural communication, and human language, which is discussed at the 

end of each chapter.   
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 ABSTRACT 

Primates are capable of producing a wide variety of facial muscle movements during 

bouts of communication, which is likely due to similarities in underlying facial musculature. 

While shared facial musculature results in shared facial muscle movement, it is currently unclear 

if shared facial muscle movement leads to morphologically similar facial signals. One hypothesis 

is that morphological constraints shape the evolution of facial repertoires: species that have 

higher facial mobility will produce large and diverse repertoires. An alternative hypothesis is that 

social complexity shapes the evolution of facial repertoires: as social complexity increases, so 

does communicative complexity. We tested these two hypotheses (the facial mobility hypothesis 

and the socio-ecological complexity hypothesis) by comparing chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) 

and gibbons (family Hylobatidae), two distantly related apes who vary in both their facial 

mobility and social organization. From the facial mobility hypothesis, we would predict gibbons 

to have a larger, more diverse facial repertoire compared to chimpanzees, whereas according to 

the socio-ecological complexity hypothesis we would predict chimpanzees to have a larger, more 

diverse facial signaling repertoire than gibbons. We compared the morphology and complexity 

of facial repertoires for both apes using Facial Action Coding Systems designed for chimpanzees 

and gibbons. We found that the chimpanzee facial signaling repertoire was larger and more 

complex than that of gibbons, which is consistent with the socio-ecological complexity 

hypothesis. Chimpanzees produced a greater number of morphologically distinct Action Unit 

(AU) combinations than gibbons, even when focusing on AUs which are present in both apes. 

On average, chimpanzees also produced AU combinations consisting of a greater number of 

morphologically distinct AUs. In contrast, gibbons produced AU combinations consisting of 
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fewer AUs on average. Differences in facial repertoires may be attributed to a variety of socio-

ecological factors (such as group size) differing between chimpanzees and gibbons.  

Keywords: facial signals; chimpanzees; gibbons; apes; communication; sociality 
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INTRODUCTION 

Compared to other animals, primates appear to demonstrate high facial mobility: they can 

produce a wide variety of facial muscle movements during bouts of communication that other 

animals cannot (Darwin, 1872; Van Hooff, 1967). But why do primates exhibit such high facial 

mobility? Different primate species exhibit similar muscle movements due to their shared 

underlying facial musculature (Liebal et al., 2013). Facial signals might help facilitate social 

activities in primates (Roberts & Roberts, 2019; Silk, 2002). However, while shared facial 

musculature results in the presence of shared facial muscle movements, it is unclear if shared 

facial muscle movements result in morphologically similar facial signals. While some 

stereotyped facial signals are produced across a wide variety of species (such as the play face; 

Preuschoft, 2000; Preuschoft & van Hooff, 1997), others appear to be restricted to fewer primate 

species (such as the raspberry face; Hopkins et al., 2007). 

One hypothesis for why variation exists in stereotyped facial signals exists is that greater 

facial mobility may lead to a large and more diverse repertoire of facial signals (Wathan et al., 

2015). For example: gibbons (family Hylobatidae) have a large number of documented facial 

muscle movements (N=20; Waller et al., 2012) and are capable of producing up to 80 

morphologically distinct facial signals (Florkiewicz et al., 2018; Scheider et al., 2014). In 

contrast, chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) have fewer documented facial muscle movements 

(N=15; Vick et al., 2007), so they may produce fewer facial signals than gibbons. Variation in 

facial mobility may also be associated with differences in the connective projects of facial 

muscles and variation in properties associated with these muscle fibers (Sherwood, 2005). For 

example: when compared to humans (Homo sapiens), chimpanzees show a smaller proportion of 

slow-twitch facial muscles, which are necessary for fine-grained control of the face (Sherwood, 
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2005). In contrast, gibbons have a proportion of slow-twitch facial muscle which falls in between 

the human and chimpanzee range (Burrows et al., 2016).  

However, the ‘social complexity hypothesis’ (Freeberg et al., 2012) suggests that 

complex social systems (such as those with numerous individuals) result in greater 

communicative complexity. Being able to produce a wide variety of morphologically distinct 

facial signals may be useful for navigating a greater number of possible social interactions (Parr 

et al., 2005; Waller et al., 2017), and the restricted use of stereotyped facial signals by certain 

primate species may be attributed to differences in their social behavior and organization 

(Clutton-Brock, 2009). It is possible that primates living in larger social groups utilize not only a 

large number of morphologically distinct facial signals but also produce more complex facial 

signals. Many primates use facial signals as reliable predictors of future behavior, such as crested 

macaques (Macaca nigra; Waller et al., 2016), capuchin monkeys (Cebus apella; Morimoto & 

Fujita, 2012), Bornean orangutans (Pongo pygmaeus), gorillas (Gorilla gorilla), bonobos (Pan 

paniscus), and chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes; Buttelmann et al., 2009). Individuals may be able 

to increase the accuracy of their predictions or predict novel social behaviors by increasing the 

size and complexity of their communicative repertoires. This fine-tuned predictive framework 

could then be used to manage multiple social relationships simultaneously and navigate complex 

social bond management activities (Roberts & Roberts, 2019; Silk, 2002; Whiten, 1997).  

Our goal was to test two hypotheses regarding the relationship between facial mobility, 

facial signaling, and sociality by studying the behavior of two distantly related apes who vary in 

their social behavior and organization: chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) and gibbons (family 

Hylobatidae).  
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(1) The facial mobility hypothesis posits that signal repertoire size is based on the 

underlying mobility of the face. Gibbons are capable of producing more facial muscle 

movements during bouts of communication than chimpanzees (Vick et al., 2007; Waller et al., 

2012), which implies that gibbons have higher facial mobility. According to the facial mobility 

hypothesis, we predict that gibbons will have a larger repertoire size than chimpanzees because 

gibbons are capable of producing more facial movements (i.e., facial action units) and have a 

greater proportion of slow-twitch facial muscles (prediction 1A). We also predict that gibbon 

facial signals will be more complex (i.e., consist of more facial muscle movements) than 

chimpanzees (prediction 1B).  

(2) The socio-ecological complexity hypothesis states that species living in larger social 

groups should have larger signal repertoire size than species living in smaller social groups. 

Chimpanzees live in much larger groups (anywhere from 15 to 150 individuals; (Campbell et al., 

2010) than gibbons (typically 2 to 6 individuals; Ryne, 1996). Chimpanzees often engage in 

group-level social activities (such as cooperative hunting; Boesch & Boesch, 1989) and learn 

complex behavioral patterns from other members of their social group (such as tool use; 

(Lonsdorf, 2006), many of which have not been documented in gibbons. According to the socio-

ecological complexity hypothesis, we predict that chimpanzees will have a greater number of 

morphologically distinct facial signals documented than gibbons (prediction 2A), and that 

chimpanzees will produce facial signals that are more complex (i.e., consist of more facial 

muscle movements) than gibbons (prediction 2B).  

To examine variation in facial mobility and facial signaling repertoires, we made use of 

Facial Action Coding Systems (or FACS) specifically designed for chimpanzees (Vick et al., 

2007) and gibbons (Waller et al., 2012). FACS are considered to be one of the most systematic 
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and standardized methods of studying facial signals because they limit observation bias by 

placing equal emphasis on all facial muscle movements (Parr et al., 2008). While multiple 

studies have examined facial mobility in primates using FACS (Florkiewicz et al., 2018; Parr et 

al., 2007; Scheider et al., 2014; Scheider et al., 2016), they tend to focus on a single species or 

set of closely related species. In addition, studies comparing facial mobility across a wide variety 

of species tend to focus on the presence or absence of individual facial muscle movements in a 

species repertoire (Dobson, 2009) rather than how these facial muscle movements are combined 

to create a facial signal.  

To date, only 3 gibbon studies have reported on the extent of variation in facial muscle 

movement combinations produced during bouts of communication using FACS (Florkiewicz et 

al., 2018; Scheider et al., 2014; Scheider et al., 2016). We make use of data from 2 of these 

studies (Florkiewicz et al., 2018; Scheider et al., 2014), along with newly collected chimpanzee 

data, to examine whether there are differences in the production of individual facial muscle 

movements and combinations between gibbons and chimpanzees. Our study provides insight into 

the evolution of facial communication by disentangling the relationship between repertoire size, 

repertoire complexity, musculature, and sociality among apes. 

METHODS 

Chimpanzee Data Collection 

 We collected data at the Los Angeles Zoo from 2017 to 2019 with a single troop of chimpanzees 

(Pan troglodytes). We observed a total of 18 chimpanzees throughout the study. We used two 

different sampling methods to gather our data: the focal individual sampling method, which took 

place in 2017 (Altmann, 1974) and the opportunistic sampling method, which took place from 

2018 to 2019 (Florkiewicz & Campbell, 2021). For the focal individual sampling method, we 
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recorded each member of the troop in 30-minute intervals, with each individual being sampled 

once per week. The order in which we recorded individuals (along with the time that they were 

recorded) was randomized. The focal individual sampling method resulted in 72 hours of video 

footage (or 4 hours per individual). For the opportunistic sampling method, we followed the most 

active portion of the troop and recording all social interactions that occurred. We began 

recordings just before the start of a social interaction and ended them when chimpanzees 

dispersed and/or ceased their communication. Our video recordings varied in length based on the 

duration of social interaction(s). The opportunistic sampling method resulted in 84.5 hours of 

video footage. We collected our data Monday through Friday from 8:00 to 14:00, which we 

identified as peak activity hours during a pilot study in 2016. We combined data across the two 

methods, since our previous comparison of the sampling methods showed that they performed 

similarly (Florkiewicz & Campbell, 2021). When combined, these sampling methods resulted in 

156.5hr of footage for chimpanzees. 

Gibbon Data Collection 

 We collected data across 5 different institutions. Data reported in Scheider et al. (2014) took 

place at the Twycross Zoo (N=6 individuals), the Zurich Zoo (N=4), the Mullhouse Zoo (N=4), 

and the Rheine Zoo (N=2). The 16 individuals represented five different species: Symphalangus 

syndactylus (N=6), Hylobates pileatus (N=4), Hylobates lar (N=2), Nomascus gabriellae (N=2), 

and Nomascus siki (N=2). Data reported in Florkiewicz et al. (2018) took place at the Gibbon 

Conservation Center comprising 20 individuals across 4 species: Hylobates moloch (N=6), 

Hylobates pileatus (N=2), Hoolock leuconedys (N=8), and Nomascus leucogenys (N=2). In total, 

our analysis includes 36 individuals from 8 species and all 4 genera of Hylobatids. Both studies 

used the focal pair sampling method to continuously video record the subjects (Altmann, 1974). 
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We collected a total of 227hr of footage between the two studies; 21hr in Scheider et al. 2014, 

and 206hr in Florkiewicz et al. 2018.  

Information regarding the names, age groups, birthplaces and sexes of the chimpanzees 

and gibbons incorporated into this study can be found in the appendix (Table S1). 

Data Coding 

In the current study, we defined a facial signal as facial muscle movement that was 

performed by a signaler with the attempt to alter the behavior(s) of potential recipient(s), which 

was based off of the broader definition of a communicative signal (Smith & Harper, 1995). Each 

facial signal can consist of one or more facial muscle movements, defined as the contraction 

and/or relaxation of muscles present on the face (i.e., above the neck region). Each facial signal 

we identified was coded using Facial Action Coding Systems (or FACS). We referred to each 

facial muscle movement produced in the signal as an action unit (or AU), and we assigned each 

facial signal a numerical combination consisting of multiple AUs (or AU combination; Ekman & 

Rosenberg, 2005, see Figure 1).  

 

 

FIGURE 1. A visual representation of how to code facial signals using FACS. Single muscle 

movements (which are referred to as Action Units or AUs) are used in combination leading to 

facial movement combinations (AU combinations). 
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We coded all chimpanzee facial signals using the ChimpFACS (Vick et al., 2007), and 

we coded gibbon facial signals using the GibbonFACS (Waller et al., 2012). Additional 

information about the AUs documented in the ChimpFACS and GibbonFACS can be found in 

the appendix (Table S2).  

Inter-Observer Reliability (IOR) 

We assessed agreement using Wexler’s Ratio, which is a common practice in studies that 

use FACS (Parr et al., 2007). The equation for Wexler’s ratio is:  

2 ×  (# 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑈𝑠 𝐴𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝐵𝑜𝑡ℎ 𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠)

(#𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑈𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑅1) + (# 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑈𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑅2)
 

with R1 denoting researcher 1 and R2 denoting researcher 2 (Parr et al., 2007). We calculated 

Wexler’s ratio for each facial signal with the average ratio used to assess agreement. We used a 

minimum Wexler’s ratio of 0.70 for ‘good’ agreement, which is a common threshold to pass 

human and some non-human FACS certification tests (Lewinski et al., 2014). We performed 

IOR on a subset of facial signaling data in each study. Both Scheider et al. (2014) and 

Florkiewicz et al. (2018) extracted 10% of observed facial signals from their datasets, and 

calculated Wexler’s ratio for each facial signal. Scheider et al. (2014) reported an average 

Wexler’s ratio of 0.83, and Florkiewicz et al. (2018) reported an average Wexler’s ratio of 0.73. 

Chimpanzee AU combinations had an average Wexler’s ratio of 0.75. As all of the ratios are 

above the 0.70 threshold, we considered them all to be in good agreement.  

Data Analysis  

We performed statistical tests in R 3.6.2 (R Core Team 2017). To test the facial mobility 

hypothesis and socio-ecological complexity hypothesis, we made comparisons between 

chimpanzees and gibbons regarding the morphology and complexity of their facial signals. The 

facial mobility hypothesis predicts that gibbons will have: (1A) a greater number of 
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morphologically distinct facial signals; and (1B) more complex facial signals compared to 

chimpanzees. In contrast, the socio-ecological complexity hypothesis predicts that chimpanzees 

will have: (2A) a greater number of morphologically distinct facial signals; and (2B) more 

complex facial signals compared to gibbons.  

In our current study, we draw comparisons between greater and lesser apes (Pan 

troglodytes and family Hylobatidae) rather than species for two main reasons. Most gibbon 

species exhibit similarities in their social behavior and organization (Campbell et al., 2010; 

Gittins, 1980; Ryne, 1994; Southwick, 1985), and previous studies have identified consistency in 

facial signaling behavior across gibbon species (Florkiewicz et al., 2018; Scheider et al., 2014). 

In addition, previous studies have found no relationship between facial signaling behavior (in the 

form of rates, repertoire composition, and diversity of repertoires) and socio-ecological factors 

across gibbons, such as group size and extent of monogamy (Scheider et al., 2014). Similarity in 

facial signaling behavior across gibbons may be attributed to similarities in their overall socio-

ecology.    

We faced two main obstacles for analyzing our data. First, there were differences in the 

number of hours recorded for each ape and species across the 3 studies. As a whole, we had more 

hours for gibbons (N=227hr) than chimpanzees (N=156.5hr). Some species (such as Nomascus 

gabriellae) were only sampled in one study, whereas others were sampled in two (Table S1). 

Second, there could be idiosyncratic variation in facial signaling behavior. Our current study 

includes data from 54 individuals: 36 gibbons and 18 chimpanzees. It is possible that some AUs 

or AU combinations are restricted to certain individuals. It is also possible that other factors, 

such as age and sex, contribute to differences in facial signaling behavior. If unaccounted for, 
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these differences could impact our analyses pertaining to the diversity and complexity of facial 

signals in chimpanzees and gibbons.  

To account for idiosyncratic differences and differences in recording time between apes, 

we made use of: (1) corrected repertoire sizes; and (2) generalized linear mixed models. 

Corrected facial repertoire sizes (RCM) were first introduced by Scheider et al. (2014) as a 

method to account for differences in recording time between species. To calculate RCM in our 

current study, we divided the number of AU combinations observed for each ape type (gibbons 

and chimpanzees) by their recording time (in minutes). We then compared our RCM scores using 

a two-sample test for equality. By using corrected repertoire sizes, we were able to make direct 

comparisons between chimpanzees and gibbons to test predictions 1A and 2A. To account for 

both idiosyncratic differences and differences in recording time, we also made use of generalized 

linear mixed models (or GLMMs). GLMMs help to account for the pooling fallacy and 

idiosyncratic differences in signaling behavior through random effects (Waller et al., 2013). By 

using an offset term, we can also account for differences in recording time across species.  

We ran three different sets of models to examine differences in: (M1) the use of 

individual AU’s; (M2) the use of AU combinations; and (M3) the complexity of facial signals 

(i.e., length of AU combinations). We used model sets M1 and M2 to examine differences in 

facial signaling morphology (i.e., test predictions 1A and 2A), whereas we used models in set 

M3 to examine differences in facial signaling complexity (i.e., test predictions 1B and 2B). For 

all of our models, we set signaler ID as a random variable to help account for idiosyncratic 

differences in facial signaling behavior. We also used an offset term to account for differences in 

recording time (in minutes) across the 9 species.  

Facial Signaling Morphology Models (M1 and M2)  
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To make comparisons between chimpanzees and gibbons facial signaling morphology, 

we analyzed facial signals at two different levels: (1) the AU; and (2) the AU combination. This 

is because each facial signal (i.e., AU combination) comprises multiple facial muscle movements 

(i.e., AUs). Chimpanzees and gibbons may differ in the production and use of AUs, which could 

impact the composition of their AU combination. To account for differences in the production of 

AUs and AU combinations, we ran two sets of models.  

In the first set of models (M1 series), we set the number of observations per AU as the 

outcome variable. For model set M1, we tested five different models, which contain a 

combination of four different explanatory variables. In the first model (M1.1), we set ape type as 

an explanatory variable to determine whether there are significant differences in the production 

of AUs and AU lengths between gibbons and chimpanzees. In the second model (M1.2), we 

examined the interaction between categories of AUs and AU lengths with ape type to better 

understand why gibbons and chimpanzees are similar/different from one another. In the 

remaining three models, we included age (M1.3), sex (M1.4), and a combination of both (M1.5) 

as explanatory variables in addition to our interaction term. For our M1 series, we ran Negative-

Binomial GLMMs (NB-GLMMS) since our outcomes were discrete counts of each AU observed 

and the variance was greater than the mean. 

In the second set of models (M2 series), we set the number of observations per AU 

combination as the outcome variable. We followed a similar procedure as the M1 series for our 

M2 model set, which examines differences in gibbons and chimpanzees in the production of AU 

combinations. However, we did not include an interaction between ape type and AU 

combination type for two main reasons: (1) there were a large number of AU combinations 

identified across apes (N=65); and (2) the data were zero-inflated, which led to convergence 
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issues when including interaction terms. For model M2.1, we included ape type as an 

explanatory variable. In the remaining four models, we included age (M2.2), sex (M2.3), and a 

combination of both (M2.4) as explanatory variables in addition to ape type. In our AU 

combination dataset, approximately 84.90% of all data points had a value of 0 assigned for the 

outcome variable, resulting in a zero-inflated dataset resembling a negative-binomial 

distribution. To accommodate this, we made use of Zero-Inflated Negative-Binomial GLMMs 

(ZINB-GLMM). 

Facial Signaling Complexity Models (M3) 

We defined complexity as the number of AUs used to produce a given AU combination 

(i.e., more AUs = more complexity). After coding all facial signals observed with the 

chimpFACS and the gibbonFACS, we counted the number of AUs used to produce each facial 

signal (or AU combination). We used this information to construct our categorical outcome 

variable “AU Length.” Initially, we had 7 categories associated with AU Length (with AU 

combinations ranging in length from 1 to 7 AUs). However, we had a small number of facial 

signaling observations which consisted of 7 AUs (N=3), so we removed this category from our 

analyses. For model M3.1, we included ape type as an explanatory variable. In the remaining 

four models, we included age (M3.2), sex (M3.3), and a combination of both (M3.4), in addition 

to ape type. For our M3 series, we ran Ordinal GLMMs (O-GLMMS), since our outcome 

variable (AU Length) consisted of naturally ordered (based off of the number of AU’s present 

within a given AU Combination, with each step above the previous consisting of +1 AUs). 

Model Selection Procedure  

We compared and selected our best fitting models for each model series using Akaike’s 

Information Criterion (or AIC) scores. To compare our models, we calculated the difference 
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(ΔAIC) between each model i (AICi) and the model with the lowest AIC score l (AICl; 

Preininger et al. 2013). We considered models with an ΔAIC value of ≤2 to be good fitting 

models, and we considered the model with the lowest ΔAIC to be the best fitting model 

(Preininger et al., 2013). AIC and ΔAIC scores for all models can be found in the appendix 

(Table S3).  

Our best fitting models were M1.3 (ApeType*AU + Age), M2.1 (ApeType), and M3.1 

(ApeType). For our M1 series, models M1.3 and M1.5 had matching scores for both AIC and 

ΔAIC. Therefore, we went with the simpler model (M1.3: ApeType*AU + Age) since adding the 

variable sex in M1.5 did not significantly improve the fit of the model (which would result in a 

lower AIC and ΔAIC than M1.3). We will discuss these models in our results section, and their 

outputs can be found in the appendix (Table S3). For our best fitting models, explanatory 

variables were only considered to be significant if p<0.05. For M1.3, we separated the data into 

smaller subsets (based on AU category) to calculate significant effects (Preininger et al., 2013) 

for our interaction term (ApeType*AU). This allowed us to determine whether there were 

significant effects for each AU between apes. We also performed pairwise comparisons to 

examine differences between the four age groupings in model M1.3. For model 3.1, we 

conducted two-sample tests for equality of proportions to determine the source of significance 

between thresholds.  

To run model sets M1 and M2 in R, we used the packages “r2admb” and “glmmADMB,” 

which run both zero-inflated and non-zero-inflated negative-binomial GLMMs (Fournier et al., 

2012). To run model set M3, we used the package “ordinal,” which is specifically designed to 

run ordinal GLMMs (Christensen, 2019). We calculated AIC and ΔAIC scores for all our models 

using the package ‘bbmle’ (Bolker, 2021).  
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RESULTS 

After combining datasets, we observed a total of 9,140 facial signaling events (N=1,091 

for chimpanzees; N=8,049 for gibbons) across 383.5hr of video footage (N=156.5hr for 

chimpanzees; N=227hr for gibbons). Initially, we identified a total of 37 distinct AUs and 432 

distinct AU combinations. Out of the 37 muscle movements observed, we observed 22 in 

gibbons and 27 in chimpanzees. Out of the 432 AU combinations observed, we observed 80 in 

gibbons and 357 in chimpanzees. Our initial results suggest that chimpanzees produce a greater 

variety of AUs and AU combinations. However, this could be attributed to differences in use, 

visibility, and/or study design. For example: chimpanzees and gibbons are capable of producing 

AU1+2 (inner and outer brow raiser), but we only observed this movement in gibbons. It is 

unclear if this is attributed to differences in use (i.e., that gibbons use AU1+2 for the purpose of 

communication, whereas chimpanzees do not) or in reduced visibility with our chimpanzee video 

footage. To account for these possibilities, we decided to take a conservative approach and focus 

only on AUs which we identified across all 3 studies. We will focus on this filtered dataset for 

the rest of our results.  

Facial Signaling Morphology 

In our filtered dataset, we observed a total of 5,521 facial signaling events (N=1,068 for 

chimpanzees; N=4,453 for gibbons). We identified a total of 12 distinct AUs shared between 

chimpanzees and gibbons. These 12 distinct AUs were used by apes to produce 65 distinct AU 

combinations.  

AU Combinations 

Out of the 65 distinct AU combinations observed, we found 21 in both gibbons and 

chimpanzees. We found 14 AU combinations exclusive to gibbons and 30 AU combinations 
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exclusive to chimpanzees. After accounting for differences in recording time between apes, we 

found that chimpanzees have a significantly larger corrected repertoire size (RCM) than gibbons 

(χ2=12.563, p=0.003). A list of all 65 AU combinations we observed can be found in Table 1. 

Our best fitting model only contained ape type as a fixed explanatory variable (AIC=5665.04; 

ΔAIC=0.0); the incorporation of age and/or sex as fixed variables reduced the fit of our model 

(ΔAIC=1.4-6.5). Our ZINB-GLMM revealed that differences in the production of AU 

combinations between chimpanzees and gibbons are significant (ß=2.173; SE=0.361; z=6.020; 

p<0.001).  

TABLE 1. A list of the 65 AU combinations that we observed in our current study. We have 

presented AU combinations, along with the number of observations for each ape type, in 

ascending order of combination complexity. We also present data on the number of observations 

per AU combination for chimpanzees and gibbons.  

 

AU Combination Chimpanzees Gibbons 

6 0 2 

9 0 9 

12 0 3 

17 2 13 

22 4 0 

24 0 48 

25 0 16 

10+25 0 1 

16+25 0 2 

17+24 56 5 

17+25 1 0 

22+25 45 0 

25+26 107 2058 

25+27 12 63 

10+12+25 1 0 

10+25+26 0 31 

10+25+27 0 34 

12+16+25 5 0 

12+22+25 2 0 

12+25+26 33 9 

12+25+27 7 6 

16+25+26 18 1333 
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16+25+27 13 59 

16+26+27 1 0 

17+22+25 1 0 

17+25+26 0 62 

19+25+26 47 17 

19+25+27 0 8 

22+25+26 236 243 

22+25+27 38 39 

24+25+26 2 0 

10+12+16+25 2 0 

10+12+25+26 1 2 

10+12+25+27 0 7 

10+16+25+26 5 16 

10+16+25+27 8 100 

12+16+25+26 123 5 

12+16+25+27 47 6 

12+19+25+26 1 0 

16+17+25+26 0 1 

16+19+25+26 1 0 

16+22+25+26 4 0 

16+22+25+27 1 2 

19+22+25+26 2 0 

6+12+16+25 4 0 

6+12+25+26 2 0 

9+10+25+26 1 0 

9+10+25+27 0 2 

9+16+25+26 1 0 

10+12+16+25+26 88 42 

10+12+16+25+27 28 207 

12+16+19+25+26 3 0 

12+16+19+25+27 2 0 

6+10+12+16+25 4 0 

6+12+16+25+26 12 0 

6+12+16+25+27 2 0 

9+10+16+25+26 5 0 

9+10+16+25+27 1 1 

9+10+19+25+26 3 0 

9+12+16+25+26 1 0 

6+10+12+16+25+26 50 0 

6+10+12+16+25+27 7 0 

9+10+12+16+25+26 13 1 
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9+10+12+16+25+27 12 0 

6+9+10+12+16+25+26 3 0 

 

We found that differences in the production of AU combinations for each ape (with 

production being associated with the number of unique AU combinations and number of 

observations per AU combination) appear to be associated with differences in: (1) the production 

of individual AUs; and (2) the production of complex facial expressions. 

Action Units (AUs)  

Our best fitting NB-GLMM revealed moderate differences regarding the overall 

production of AUs between chimpanzees and gibbons (ß=0.878; SE=0.516; z=1.700; p=0.089). 

There were significant differences between chimpanzees and gibbons in the production of the 

following AUs: AU6 (ß= -3.036; SE=0.788; z=-3.860; p<0.001), AU10 (ß=1.234; SE=0.509; 

z=2.430; p=0.015), AU16 (ß=2.035; SE=0.518; z=3.93; p<0.001), AU25 (ß=2.863; SE=2.99; 

z=9.58; p<0.001), AU26 (ß=2.912; SE=0.297; z=9.820; p<0.001), and AU27 (ß=1.508; 

SE=0.506; z=2.980; p=0.003). Chimpanzees produced significantly more AU6’s, whereas 

gibbons produced significantly more AU10’s, AU16’s, AU25’s, AU26’s, and AU27’s (Figure 2). 

There were no significant differences in the production of AU12, AU17, AU19, AU22, AU24, 

and AU9 (p<0.05). While our best fitting model included age category as a predictor variable 

(AIC=3786.90; ΔAIC=0.0), there were no significant differences in the production of AUs 

between infants, subadults, and adults; however, there were significant differences between 

juveniles and adults (Pair-wise comparison: ß=2.206; SE=0.771; z=2.863; p=0.019). 
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FIGURE 2. A stacked histogram chart showing the proportion of observations (x-axis) for each 

AU type (y-axis) across chimpanzees and gibbons.  

 

Differences in the number of AUs produced by each ape can partially explain differences 

in the production of AU combinations for each ape. For example: chimpanzees produced 

significantly more AU6’s compared to gibbons. As a result, chimpanzees produced AU 

combinations which contained AU6 more frequently (N=84) than gibbons (N=2). Interestingly, 

out of the 30 AU combinations which were unique to chimpanzees, 8 contained AU6. Only 1 of 

the 14 unique AU combinations observed in gibbons contained AU6. However, this pattern was 

not consistent across AUs and apes. For example: gibbons produced significantly more AU10’s 

compared to chimpanzees (ß=1.234; SE=0.509; z=2.430; p=0.015). As a result, gibbons 

produced AU combinations which contained AU10 more frequently (N=444) than chimpanzees 

(N=232). Out of the 14 unique AU combinations observed in gibbons, 5 contained AU10. 
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However, 10 out of the 30 unique AU combinations observed in chimpanzees contained AU10. 

It appears that differences in the complexity of chimpanzee and gibbon facial signals can also 

explain differences in the production of AU combinations produced by each ape. 

Facial Signaling Complexity 

 There was variation in the complexity of AU combinations, with complexity being defined as the 

number of AUs used to produce an AU combination. Most AU combinations observed (83.23%) 

consisted of either two (42.57%) or three (40.66%) AUs. It was less common to observe AU 

combinations consisting of four or more AUs (15.02%). It was also rare to observe an AU 

combination consisting of a single AU (1.76%). For our O-GLMM, we compared the number of 

facial signals observed in each level of complexity between chimpanzees and gibbons (Figure 3). 

Our best fitting model only contained ape type as a fixed explanatory variable (AIC=11461.02; 

ΔAIC=0.0); the incorporation of age and/or sex as fixed variables reduced the fit of our model 

(ΔAIC=1.2-2.9). 
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FIGURE 3. Complexity of AU combinations in chimpanzees (blue) and gibbons (red). 

Complexity is defined as the number of unique AUs (x-axis) an AU combination is composed of.  

 

On average, chimpanzees produced more complex facial signals (mean=3.49, standard 

deviation=1.21) compared to gibbons (mean=2.63, standard deviation=0.82). The results of our 

O-GLMM shows that ape type shows a trend for a moderate effect on facial signaling 

complexity (ß=-0.627; SE=0.378; z=-1.658; p=0.0974). For gibbons, the odds of producing a 

more complex facial signal (i.e., one which consists of 2 or more AUs) is 46.57% lower than 

chimpanzees (OR=0.534; CI=0.255-1.121). To better understand why ape type only had a 

moderate effect on facial signaling complexity, we ran a 2-sample test for equality of proportions 

for each level of facial signaling complexity. We found that gibbons produce a significantly 

greater proportion of facial signals with 1 AU (χ2=10.063, p=0.002), 2 AUs (χ2=256.27, 

p<0.001), and 3 AUs (χ2=3.998, p=0.050) than chimpanzees. In contrast, we found that 

chimpanzees produce a significantly greater proportion of facial signals with 4 AUs (χ2=368.74, 

p<0.001), 5 AUs (χ2=88.652, p<0.001), and 6 AUs (χ2=336.74, p<0.001) than gibbons. 

Differences in the complexity of facial signals produced by each ape can also explain 

differences in the production of AU combinations for each ape. Out of the 30 AU combinations 

which were unique to chimpanzees, 21 contained 4 or more AUs. Only 3 of the 14 unique AU 

combinations observed in gibbons contained 4 or more AUs. In contrast, out of the 14 unique 

AU combinations observed in gibbons, 11 contained 1-3 AUs. Only 9 out of the 30 unique AU 

combinations produced by chimpanzees contained 1-3 AUs.  

DISCUSSION 

The goal of our current study was to compare how facial muscle movements are 

produced, combined, and used during bouts of communication between distantly related apes 
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who vary extensively in their social structure. Specifically, we tested two hypotheses: (1) the 

facial mobility hypothesis; and (2) the socio-ecological complexity hypothesis (Table 2).  

TABLE 2. A brief description of our two hypotheses, their corresponding predictions, whether 

these predictions were supported, and how we analyzed the evidence.  

 
Hypothesis  Predictions Support Evidence 

The Facial Mobility 

Hypothesis 

1A. Gibbons will have a larger facial repertoire size 

than chimpanzees. 

No RCM, ZINB-GLMMs, NB-

GLMMs 

1B. Gibbon facial signals will be more complex than 

those produced by chimpanzees. 

No Ordinal GLMMs, Two-

sample test for equality 

The Socio-Ecological 

Complexity Hypothesis 

2A. Chimpanzees will have a larger facial repertoire 

size than gibbons. 

Yes RCM, ZINB-GLMMs, NB-

GLMMs 

2B. Chimpanzee facial signals will be more complex 

than those produced by gibbons. 

Yes Ordinal GLMMs, Two-

sample test for equality 

 

 We found that chimpanzees produce a greater variety of AUs (i.e., facial muscle movements) 

and a greater variety of AU combinations (i.e., facial muscle movement combinations, or facial 

signals) than gibbons, which provides support for prediction 2A and evidence against prediction 

1A (Table 2). To verify that these results were not due to differences in coding schemes and/or 

differences in video quality, we ran a further analysis on only the AUs which were identified and 

shared across chimpanzees and gibbons. The pattern still remained in this filtered sample: 

chimpanzees produced a greater variety of AU combinations compared to gibbons despite having 

fewer recording hours, fewer individuals sampled, and fewer facial signaling observations. 

Chimpanzees also produced facial signals which were more complex on average (i.e., consisted 

of a greater number of AUs) than those observed in gibbons; this provides further support for 

prediction 2B and evidence against prediction 1B (Table 2). Our results suggest that having 

increased facial mobility does not necessarily lead to large and more complex facial signaling 

repertoires. Rather, facial signaling repertoires are dependent on how each AU is produced and 

combined with other AUs by a given ape.  
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While chimpanzees have larger and more complex facial signaling repertoires than 

gibbons, both chimpanzees and gibbons still exhibit similarities in their facial signaling 

morphology. In our current study, we focused on 12 AUs which we observed in both 

chimpanzees and gibbons. These AUs we observed were used to produce 21 AU combinations 

observed in both chimpanzees and gibbons. The presence of shared AUs and AU combinations is 

likely the result of evolutionary continuity. Many of the AUs found in both chimpanzees and 

gibbons are also found in a wide variety of mammals (Waller et al., 2020) such as orangutans 

(Pongo spp.; Caeiro et al., 2013), macaques (Macaca mulatta; Parr et al., 2010), horses (Equus 

callabus; Wathan et al., 2015), dogs (Canis lupus familiaris; Waller et al., 2013), and cats (Felis 

catus; Caeiro et al., 2013). This includes AU10, AU12, AU16, AU25, AU26, and AU27 (Waller 

et al., 2020). These AUs are often used to produce stereotyped facial signals which are found in a 

wide variety of mammal species (such as the ones mentioned above; Andrew, 1963). One 

example of this can be seen with ‘threat’ displays. Threat displays are found in a wide variety of 

mammal species, and typically involve opening the mouth (AU25, AU26 and 27), drawing the 

corners of the lips backwards (AU12), and/or exposing both rows of teeth (AU10 and AU16; 

Andrew 1963). 

However, the results of our study show that evolutionary continuity alone cannot explain 

facial repertoire size and use. While chimpanzees and gibbons share 12 AUs, we discovered 

differences in how they are produced and used by each ape. Chimpanzees produced significantly 

more AU6’s, whereas gibbons produced significantly more AU10’s, AU16’s, AU25’s, AU26’s, 

and AU27’s. Differences in AU production could be attributed to differences in contextual use. 

For example: AU6 is often associated with the production of bared teeth faces in primates (Parr 

et al., 2007). While both chimpanzees and gibbons are capable of producing bared teeth faces 
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(Liebal et al., 2004; Parr et al., 2007), our study found that chimpanzees are significantly more 

likely to produce this AU. Previous studies have found that chimpanzees frequently use bared 

teeth faces to signal affiliation (Waller & Dunbar, 2005) and/or submissiveness (Van Hooff, 

1967). In contrast, bared teeth faces are mostly produced by adult, male gibbons in the context of 

sex (Liebal et al., 2004).  

Chimpanzees also possess a larger and more complex facial signaling repertoire than 

gibbons, which provides support for our socio-ecological complexity hypothesis. Differences in 

facial signaling function could explain differences in the size and composition of facial signaling 

repertoires in both chimpanzees and gibbons. In chimpanzees, having a large and complex facial 

signaling repertoire may be important for managing a larger number of social relationships that 

vary in type, duration, and associated social behaviors (due to fission-fusion dynamics). In 

gibbons, facial synchrony is important for coordinating activities needed to establish and 

maintain long-term pair bonds (Florkiewicz et al., 2018). One example of synchronous activity in 

gibbons includes vocal duetting, where songs strengthen social bonds and advertise territorial 

boundaries (Geissmann, 1993). Synchronous facial signaling was also observed in one of the two 

gibbon datasets incorporated into the current project (for more information, see Florkiewicz et 

al., 2018). However, this does not necessarily suggest that chimpanzees do not exhibit facial 

synchrony, or that gibbons are unable to maintain multiple relationships with others. Facial 

synchrony (in the form of rapid and delayed facial mimicry) during bouts of play in chimpanzees 

is important for modulating play sessions and communicating playful motivations (Palagi et al., 

2019). In gibbons, extra-pair copulations suggest that social relationships can be established and 

maintained outside of the pair bond (Barelli et al., 2013).  

Study Limitations and Future Directions  
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Our results support socio-ecology as playing an important role in the evolution of primate 

facial signaling repertoires, but there are four limitations to our study that we have identified. 

First, we mainly focused on AUs which were produced by both chimpanzees and gibbons. We 

took a conservative approach to the study of these individual AUs, since it was unclear if 

differences between apes (in the production of certain AUs) were attributed to differences in 

usage or methodological constraints between the three studies. Second, we only considered one 

of five variables associated with the social complexity hypothesis (Freeberg et al., 2012). In this 

study, we compared the facial signaling repertoires of two apes who exhibit dramatic differences 

in their average group size. It is possible that variables other than group size (such as bond 

quality) play an important role in the evolution of facial signaling repertoires. Third, we did not 

examine the relationship between ecological variables (such as forest density, food availability, 

home range size, etc.) and complexity in facial signaling repertoires. To fully test the socio-

ecological complexity hypothesis, both social and ecological variables should be considered.  

Finally, our study did not focus on primate species outside of superfamily Hominoidea. 

Additional work on other primate species (such as prosimians and monkeys) would be useful for 

testing whether the relationship between socio-ecological complexity and communicative 

complexity in facial signaling is widespread both within and across taxonomic groups. For 

example: there are currently FACS established for multiple macaque species, including rhesus 

macaques (Macaca mulatta; Parr et al., 2010), Barbary macaques (Macaca sylvanus; Julle-

Danière et al., 2015), crested macaques (Macaca nigra; Clark et al., 2020), and Japanese 

macaques (Macaca fuscata; Correia-Caeiro et al., 2021). Because macaques live in large multi-

male, multi-female groups, our socio-ecological complexity hypothesis predicts that these 

species will have large and diverse facial signaling repertoires, similar to that of chimpanzees. 
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However, it is plausible that limited facial mobility would result in macaques having a smaller 

and less diverse facial signaling repertoire, similar to that of gibbons; this would provide 

evidence for our facial mobility hypothesis. A cross-family comparison could test macaques, 

chimpanzees, and gibbons for the relationship between facial mobility, socio-ecological 

complexity, and facial signaling diversity/complexity. Macaques provide an opportunity to test 

these hypotheses within a single genus, as macaque species vary in both socio-ecology (Thierry, 

2007) and facial mobility (Correia-Caeiro et al., 2021). Macaques may be a powerful test of 

whether socio-ecological complexity or facial mobility better explains patterns of facial signaling 

as the genus, is large, diverse, and yet closely related.    

The creation of FACS for species other than humans, chimpanzees, orangutans, gibbons, 

and macaques would also provide opportunities to test the relationship between socio-ecological 

complexity and communicative complexity. For example: the creation of FACS for Callitrichids 

(who are monogamous) and Atelids (who exhibit fission-fusion dynamics) would provide 

opportunities to test the relationship between social group size, facial repertoire size, and facial 

signaling complexity.  

CONCLUSION 

We compared the facial signaling behavior of chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) and 

gibbons (family Hylobatidae) to test two hypotheses regarding the evolution of facial signaling 

repertoires: (1) the facial mobility hypothesis; and (2) the socio-ecological complexity 

hypothesis. We found that chimpanzees exhibit larger and more complex facial signaling 

repertoires than gibbons, which provides support for the socio-ecological complexity hypothesis 

and evidence against the facial mobility hypothesis. While there appears to be differences in 

facial mobility across apes, this does not necessarily limit the number of morphologically distinct 
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facial signals each ape is capable of producing. Having a larger and more complex facial 

signaling repertoire may be useful for managing numerous social relationships embedded within 

multi-level social networks (such as those observed in fission-fusion groups), whereas smaller 

facial signaling repertoires may be useful for the management of long-term pair bonds (in the 

form of facial synchrony). Our results suggest that multiple socio-ecological variables act on 

facial signals to possibly expand or contract repertoire size as befitting the needs of the 

organisms.  
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APPENDIX 

TABLE S1. A list of all individuals included in the current study. Demographic 

information, such as species, birth date, age group, sex, and location are provided for each 

individual. Individuals are grouped into 4 different age categories: infants (0-4 years), juvenile 

(5-8 years), subadult (9-15 years), and adult (16+ years). Age groups were calculated using 

birth dates and date of study start.  

Study  Species Name Birth Date 

(MM/DD/YY

) 

Sex Location Date of 

Study Start 

Age Group* 

Current Study Pan 
troglodytes 

Ben 7/31/2002 Male Los Angeles 
Zoo 

6/1/2017 Subadult 

Current Study Pan 

troglodytes 

Glenn 4/21/1994 Male Los Angeles 

Zoo 

6/1/2017 Adult 

Current Study Pan 

troglodytes 

Gracie 1/26/1987 Female Los Angeles 

Zoo 

6/1/2017 Adult 

Current Study Pan 

troglodytes 

Jake 6/14/1999 Male Los Angeles 

Zoo 

6/1/2017 Adult 

Current Study Pan 

troglodytes 

Jean 5/6/1999 Female Los Angeles 

Zoo 

6/1/2017 Adult 

Current Study Pan 

troglodytes 

Jerrard 2/20/1990 Male Los Angeles 

Zoo 

6/1/2017 Adult 

Current Study Pan 

troglodytes 

Johari 10/27/2014 Male Los Angeles 

Zoo 

6/1/2017 Infant 

Current Study Pan 

troglodytes 

Julie 3/28/1986 Female Los Angeles 

Zoo 

6/1/2017 Adult 

Current Study Pan 

troglodytes 

Kima 4/22/2013 Female Los Angeles 

Zoo 

6/1/2017 Infant 

Current Study Pan 

troglodytes 

Nan 12/12/1979 Female Los Angeles 

Zoo 

6/1/2017 Adult 

Current Study Pan 

troglodytes 

Oliver 8/23/2014 Male Los Angeles 

Zoo 

6/1/2017 Infant 

Current Study Pan 

troglodytes 

Pandora 3/5/1967 Female Los Angeles 

Zoo 

6/1/2017 Adult 

Current Study Pan 

troglodytes 

Regina 10/23/1983 Female Los Angeles 

Zoo 

6/1/2017 Adult 

Current Study Pan 

troglodytes 

Shaun 7/8/1988 Male Los Angeles 

Zoo 

6/1/2017 Adult 

Current Study Pan 

troglodytes 

Uki 3/8/2013 Female Los Angeles 

Zoo 

6/1/2017 Infant 

Current Study Pan 
troglodytes 

Yoshiko 7/2/1990 Female Los Angeles 
Zoo 

6/1/2017 Adult 

Current Study Pan 

troglodytes 

Zoe 8/9/1999 Female Los Angeles 

Zoo 

6/1/2017 Adult 

Current Study Pan 
troglodytes 

Zuri 7/23/2012 Female Los Angeles 
Zoo 

6/1/2017 Infant 

Florkiewicz 

et al. 2018 

Hoolock 

leuconedys 

Arthur 1/1/1996 Male Gibbon 

Conservation 

Center 

6/1/2015 Adult 

Florkiewicz 

et al. 2018 

Hoolock 

leuconedys 

Betty 1/1/1999 Female Gibbon 

Conservation 

Center 

6/1/2015 Adult 

Florkiewicz 
et al. 2018 

Hoolock 
leuconedys 

Chan Thar 1/1/2006 Female Gibbon 
Conservation 

Center 

6/1/2015 Subadult 
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Florkiewicz 
et al. 2018 

Hylobates 
moloch 

Chloe 2/24/1990 Female Gibbon 
Conservation 

Center 

6/1/2015 Adult 

Florkiewicz 
et al. 2018 

Hylobates 
pileatus 

Domino 5/19/1995 Male Gibbon 
Conservation 

Center 

6/1/2015 Adult 

Florkiewicz 

et al. 2018 

Hoolock 

leuconedys 

Hmawe Ni 1/1/2004 Female Gibbon 

Conservation 
Center 

6/1/2015 Subadult 

Florkiewicz 

et al. 2018 

Hylobates 

moloch 

Ivan 1/1/1974 Male Gibbon 

Conservation 
Center 

6/1/2015 Adult 

Florkiewicz 

et al. 2018 

Hoolock 

leuconedys 

Khin Maung 

Win 

10/19/2007 Male Gibbon 

Conservation 

Center 

6/1/2015 Juvenile 

Florkiewicz 

et al. 2018 

Hylobates 

moloch 

Khusus 1/11/1995 Female Gibbon 

Conservation 

Center 

6/1/2015 Adult 

Florkiewicz 
et al. 2018 

Nomascus 
leucogenys 

ParkerPerak 6/15/2001 Female Gibbon 
Conservation 

Center 

6/1/2015 Subadult 

Florkiewicz 
et al. 2018 

Hylobates 
moloch 

Perak 11/16/2001 Male Gibbon 
Conservation 

Center 

6/1/2015 Subadult 

Florkiewicz 
et al. 2018 

Hoolock 
leuconedys 

Phy Gi 1/1/2003 Female Gibbon 
Conservation 

Center 

6/1/2015 Subadult 

Florkiewicz 

et al. 2018 

Nomascus 

leucogenys 

Pierre 2/13/2004 Male Gibbon 

Conservation 
Center 

6/1/2015 Subadult 

Florkiewicz 

et al. 2018 

Nomascus 

leucogenys 

Ricky 8/24/1985 Female Gibbon 

Conservation 
Center 

6/1/2015 Adult 

Florkiewicz 

et al. 2018 

Hylobates 

moloch 

Shelby 5/18/1983 Male Gibbon 

Conservation 

Center 

6/1/2015 Adult 

Florkiewicz 

et al. 2018 

Hylobates 

moloch 

Simpang 5/23/2000 Female Gibbon 

Conservation 

Center 

6/1/2015 Subadult 

Florkiewicz 
et al. 2018 

Hylobates 
pileatus 

Tuk 6/23/1993 Female Gibbon 
Conservation 

Center 

6/1/2015 Adult 

Florkiewicz 
et al. 2018 

Hoolock 
leuconedys 

U Maung 
Maung 

1/1/2001 Male Gibbon 
Conservation 

Center 

6/1/2015 Subadult 

Florkiewicz 

et al. 2018 

Nomascus 

leucogenys 

Vok 4/29/1983 Male Gibbon 

Conservation 
Center 

6/1/2015 Adult 

Florkiewicz 

et al. 2018 

Hoolock 

leuconedys 

Win Bo 1/1/2003 Male Gibbon 

Conservation 
Center 

6/1/2015 Subadult 

Scheider et al. 

2014 

Hylobates lar Bert 5/1/1982 Male Rheine Zoo 3/1/2009 Adult 

Scheider et al. 

2014 

Nomascus 

gabriellae 

Chloe 1/6/1990 Female Mulhouse 

Zoo 

3/1/2009 Adult 

Scheider et al. 

2014 

Nomascus 

gabriellae 

Dan 1/1/1991 Male Mulhouse 

Zoo 

3/1/2009 Adult 

Scheider et al. 
2014 

Symphalangu
s syndactylus 

Daniel 5/26/1996 Male Twycross 
Zoo 

3/1/2009 Subadult 

Scheider et al. 

2014 

Nomascus 

siki 

Dorian 12/23/1989 Male Mulhouse 

Zoo 

3/1/2009 Adult 

Scheider et al. 
2014 

Nomascus 
siki 

Fanny 6/13/1993 Female Mulhouse 
Zoo 

3/1/2009 Subadult 

Scheider et al. 

2014 

Hylobates 

pileatus 

Iaman 1/1/1959 Male Zurich Zoo 3/1/2009 Adult 

Scheider et al. 
2014 

Hylobates 
pileatus 

Iba 1/1/1974 Female Zurich Zoo 3/1/2009 Adult 

Scheider et al. 

2014 

Symphalangu

s syndactylus 

Kane 11/2/1990 Male Twycross 

Zoo 

3/1/2009 Adult 
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Scheider et al. 
2014 

Hylobates 
pileatus 

Khmer 11/28/1984 Male Zurich Zoo 3/1/2009 Adult 

Scheider et al. 

2014 

Hylobates lar Lissy 1/1/1981 Female Rheine Zoo 3/1/2009 Adult 

Scheider et al. 
2014 

Symphalangu
s syndactylus 

Sheena 1/30/1991 Female Twycross 
Zoo 

3/1/2009 Adult 

Scheider et al. 

2014 

Symphalangu

s syndactylus 

Spike 11/25/2000 Male Twycross 

Zoo 

3/1/2009 Juvenile 

Scheider et al. 
2014 

Symphalangu
s syndactylus 

Tango 3/27/1994 Female Twycross 
Zoo 

3/1/2009 Subadult 

Scheider et al. 

2014 

Symphalangu

s syndactylus 

Tarragona 11/18/2000 Female Twycross 

Zoo 

3/1/2009 Juvenile 

Scheider et al. 
2014 

Hylobates 
pileatus 

Willow 5/6/1987 Female Zurich Zoo 3/1/2009 Adult 
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TABLE S2. A list of all action units (AUs) that were observed in the current study (before 

filtering the data and after filtering the data). 

AU Code AU Name Chimpanzees? Gibbons? 

Before 

Data 

Filtering 

After 

Data 

Filtering 

1+2 Inner + outer brow raiser ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ 

5 Upper lid raiser ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ 

6 Cheek raiser ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

7 Lids tight ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ 

8 Lips towards each other ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ 

9 Nose wrinkler ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

10 Upper lip raiser ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

12 Lip corner puller ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

16 Lower lip depressor ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

17 Chin raiser ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

18 Lip pucker ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ 

19 Tongue out ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

22 Lip funneler ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

24 Lip presser ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

25 Lips part ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

26 Jaw drop ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

27 Mouth stretch ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

28 Lip suck ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ 

33 Cheek blow ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ 

34 Puff ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ 

37 Lip wipe ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ 

41 Glabella lowerer ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ 

43 Eye closure ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ 

50 Vocalization ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ 

51 Head turn left ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ 

52 Head turn right ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ 

53 Head up ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ 

54 Head down ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ 

55 Head tilt left ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ 

69 Look towards/fixate gaze ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ 

84 Head shake (back and forth) ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ 

85 Head shake (up and down) ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ 

100 With gesture ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ 
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101 With positional behavior ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ 

160 Lower lip relaxer ✓ ✕ ✓ ✕ 

500 Throat sac inflation ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ 

EYE Eye blink or eye closure ✕ ✓ ✓ ✕ 

TOTAL  27 22 37 12 
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TABLE S3. A list of all models that we ran in the present study. Models are organized 

into sets based on outcome variable, which includes: (M1) AU observations; (M2) AU 

combination observations; and (M3) AU length observations. All models listed contained a 

random variable (1|SignalerID) and an offset (which was species recording time in minutes, or 

offRT). AIC scores and ΔAIC scores are presented with each model. Models with an ΔAIC value 

of ≤2 are italicized, and the best fitting model is bolded.  

Model Code Model AIC ΔAIC 

M1.1 ApeType + (1|Signaler ID) + offset(offRT) 4409.56 622.7 

M1.2 ApeType*AU + (1|Signaler ID) + offset(offRT) 3789.52 2.7 

M1.3 ApeType*AU + Age + (1|Signaler ID) + offset(offRT) 3786.90 0.0 

M1.4 ApeType*AU + Sex + (1|Signaler ID) + offset(offRT) 3789.44 2.6 

M1.5 ApeType*AU + Sex + Age + (1|Signaler ID) + offset(offRT) 3786.86 0.0 

    

M2.1 ApeType + (1|Signaler ID) + offset(offRT) 5665.04 0.0 

M2.2 ApeType + Age + (1|Signaler ID) + offset(offRT) 5671.58 6.5 

M2.3 ApeType + Sex + (1|Signaler ID) + offset(offRT) 5666.40 1.4 

M2.4 ApeType + Sex + Age + (1|Signaler ID) + offset(offRT) 5667.24 2.2 

    

M3.1 ApeType + (1|Signaler ID) + offset(offRT) 11461.02 0.0 

M3.2 ApeType + Age + (1|Signaler ID) + offset(offRT) 11462.54 1.5 

M3.3 ApeType + Sex + (1|Signaler ID) + offset(offRT) 11462.21 1.2 

M3.4 ApeType + Sex + Age + (1|Signaler ID) + offset(offRT) 11463.91 2.9 

 




